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What is luxury? Is luxury simply having  
more of everything that makes 
life more pleasurable? For  
us, luxury means having the 
right amount of everything  
at precisely the right time. 
Having every unspoken wish 
come true. This is the kind  
of luxury you can expect at the 
7132 Hotel. Experience such 
luxury in relaxed surroundings 
accompanied by our undivided 
attention. Experience the  
7132 Hotel.

7132 Hotel



5Penthouse-Suite

Luxury is time.
Enjoy something very precious:  
time for yourself. In a place where  
you can be entirely yourself. Our  
hotel offers everything you need to  
have the most wonderful time.  
Such a shame that you can’t sleep  
with open eyes to enjoy the true  
beauty of our suites for even longer.

7132 Hotel *****

Suites redefined.

Japanese architect Kengo Kuma has 
designed our suites. Naturally unique. 
Naturally including a king-size bed,  
free mini bar, a bottle of Champage and 
canapés on arrival.
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Luxury  
is simple.

The hotel’s helicopter will bring you  
to and from anywhere in Switzerland.  
The pilot will also be happy to take  
you on a tour of the magnificent 
mountain landscape of Graubuenden. 
Our limousines give you the flexibility 
you need. Limousine or helicopter 
transfer is included for guests staying 
in the Penthouse-Suites.

Helicopter and limousine service
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Luxury is beautiful.
Our rooms don’t just have numbers.  
They are named after the architects  
who designed them: Ando, Kuma,  
Mayne and Zumthor. Each room is as 
unique as its designer and has its  
own unique style. Prepare yourself  
for an unexpected feeling of bliss  
and allow your curiosity to play a  
part in choosing your room.

7132 House of Architects ****

Tadao Ando

Japanese architect and Pritzker prizewinner. 
Rooms reminiscent of the subtle aesthetics  
of Japanese teahouses. A sense of spaciousness 
where space is limited, accentuated by 
exceptional materials.

Kengo Kuma

Japanese architect. Inspired by the finesse  
of Japanese carpentry. Rooms designed  
by Kuma are like wooden cocoons, creating  
the feeling of a warm embrace on entering.

Kuma

Ando



Thom Mayne

American architect and Pritzker 
prizewinner. Rooms clad entirely with  
Vals quartzite or wood, and breaking  
all conventions. The manipulation of  
space, lighting and surfaces creates  
an exceptional atmosphere.

Peter Zumthor

Swiss architect and Pritzker prizewinner.  
A fascinating play of colours conveyed through 
the intensity of unconventionally arranged 
rooms. Stucco lustro, a plasterwork technique  
of the Italian Renaissance, creates a 
beautifully light effect.

Zumthor

Mayne ‘Stone’ Mayne ‘Wood’
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Luxury  
is surprising.

Variety, with the sole intention of creating 
a sense of having made the right choice. 
Three unique restaurants offering unique 
cuisine. Plus a bar with live jazz, played  
on a Steinway grand piano.

7132 Gastronomy

7132 Silver

Wild herbs, forest berries and mushrooms,  
hand-picked from the Vals region.  
Accompanied by products from selected,  
local suppliers. Combined with the best 
ingredients from around the world. Welcome  
to the kitchen of Head Chef Sven Wassmer.  
Here you will find a playful combination of  
what may at first seem rather surprising.

7132 Red

The Red turns culinary dreams into  
à la carte reality. Chef Ulf Bladt and  
his team transform classic dishes into 
revelations. Naturally, using only  
fresh ingredients.

7132 Silver

7132 Red

A journey of discovery awaits in the Silver, 
led by Sven Wassmer. Every mouthwatering 
experience is filled with unforgettable 
moments of finesse. Embellished with 
exquisite wines chosen by Head Sommelier 
Amanda Wassmer Bulgin.

‘Discovery of the Year 2016’
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DaPapà

Pizza, pasta and salumi – true Italian-style 
hospitality. Everyone feels well looked after  
by Cesare in such a relaxed atmosphere.  
Simply molto bene!

7132 Blue

The bar for a snack, afternoon tea, an  
apéritif or digestif. The place to celebrate  
the day or quietly bring it to a close.

7132 BlueDaPapà
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Luxury is healthy.
Give your body the treatment it  
deserves and add in a little extra  
for the soul – in one of the best  
thermal baths in the world and with  
a spa package that leaves nothing  
to be desired.

7132 Lifestyle

The 7132 Therme –  
a masterpiece of relaxation.

Architect Peter Zumthor has created a 
masterpiece, built from 60,000 slabs  
of Vals quartzite. The mystical atmosphere  
and highly mineralised warm water that  
comes out of St. Peter’s spring at a pleasant  
30° Celsius makes the time you spend in  
the Therme a deeply relaxing experience.

ESPA treatment

Our spa offers a range of treatments and ESPA 
products. The strength and therapeutic effect of 
the products lies in their natural ingredients. 
Essential oils and stimulating marine extracts 
ensure pleasurable experiences and visible 
results.

7132 Therme
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Luxury is real.
A mountain village with 1,000  
inhabitants, far removed from its hectic  
and ever-changing surroundings,  
with magnificent mountain scenery  
all around – welcome to Vals.  
Besides the world-famous mineral  
water and Vals quartzite, nature  
created something else of which the  
people of Vals can be proud: their  
hospitality. Take a walk through the  
village and be inspired by the warm  
and friendly nature of its people.

7132 Vals

Zurich Airport

Chur
Ilanz

Vals

Lugano Airport

Geneva Airport

ARRIVAL BY CAR –  Zurich Airport – Vals 
2 h 30 min, 108 miles 

 –  Lugano Airport – Vals 
2 h 35 min, 111 miles 

 –  Geneva Airport – Vals  
4 h 40 min, 276 miles 

 –  Chur – Vals 
1 h, 31 miles 

 –  Ilanz – Vals 
30 min, 12 miles

LIMOUSINE SERVICE   Sit back and enjoy the ride in one of  
our limousines. 

HELICOPTER SERVICE   The 7132 Hotel is the only deluxe hotel  
in Switzerland with its own helicopter 
(Airbus EC 130). Transfer from your home 
in Switzerland (nearest landing point)  
or an international airport in Switzerland.  
 
Rates on request. Limousine or helicopter 
transfer is included for guests staying  
in the Penthouse-Suites.
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